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Abstract Antarctic ice sheet mass loss has been linked to an increase in oceanic heat supply, which
enhances basal melt and thinning of ice shelves. Here we detail the interaction of modified Circumpolar
Deep Water (mCDW) with the Amery Ice Shelf, the largest ice shelf in East Antarctica, and provide the first
estimates of basal melting due to mCDW. We use subice shelf ocean observations from a borehole site
(AM02) situated �70 km inshore of the ice shelf front, together with open ocean observations in Prydz Bay.
We find that mCDW transport into the cavity is about 0.22 6 0.06 Sv (1 Sv 5 106 m3 s21). The inflow of
mCDW drives a net basal melt rate of up to 2 6 0.5 m yr21 during 2001 (23.9 6 6.52 Gt yr21 from under
about 12,800 km2 of the north-eastern flank of the ice shelf). The heat content flux by mCDW at AM02
shows high intra-annual variability (up to 40%). Our results suggest two main modes of subice shelf circula-
tion and basal melt regimes: (1) the ‘‘ice pump’’/high salinity shelf water circulation, on the western flank
and (2) the mCDW meltwater-driven circulation in conjunction with the ‘‘ice pump,’’ on the eastern flank.
These results highlight the sensitivity of the Amery’s basal melting to changes in mCDW inflow. Improved
understanding of such ice shelf-ocean interaction is crucial to refining projections of mass loss and associ-
ated sea level rise.

1. Introduction

Antarctic ice sheet mass loss has been linked to an increase in oceanic heat supply that enhances the basal
melt and thinning of Antarctic ice shelves. The floating ice shelves buttress the outlet glaciers of the ice sheet
[Dupont and Alley, 2005]. Collapse of ice shelves has been observed to trigger accelerated glacier discharge
into the ocean, directly contributing to sea level rise [Scambos et al., 2004; Shepherd et al., 2010]. The recent
widespread and intensifying glacier acceleration along the coastal margins of the Antarctic ice sheet [Pritchard
et al., 2012; Rignot et al., 2013] underlines the need for better understanding of ice shelf-ocean interaction.

The rate of basal melt varies around Antarctica [Depoorter et al., 2013], reflecting differences in ocean forc-
ing [Pritchard et al., 2012]. Lower melt rates under the large ice shelves result from the relatively low ocean
heat content of cold shelf waters [Pritchard et al., 2012]. The highest thinning rates occur where warm water,
namely modified Circumpolar Deep Water (mCDW), enters the ice shelf cavities [Pritchard et al., 2012]. This
has been observed in the Amundsen [Jacobs et al., 2011] and Bellingshausen [Jenkins and Jacobs, 2008]
seas, in West Antarctica. In East Antarctica, the impact of mCDW is more ambiguous (i.e., mCDW is present,
but less mCDW appears to reach the ice shelf cavities). However, the high melt rates beneath a number of
smaller East Antarctic ice shelves reported recently [Rignot et al., 2013] imply a previously undocumented
strong ocean thermal forcing.

The Amery Ice Shelf (AIS; 60�E–70�E), with an area of �62,000 km2, is the third largest embayed ice shelf in
Antarctica and the largest in East Antarctica (Figure 1). Although small compared with the Ross and the
Filchner-Ronne ice shelves, the AIS is fed by the Lambert Glacier system, which drains �16% of the area of
East Antarctica [Allison, 1979]. Over the past decades, monitoring of the ocean underneath the AIS has been
an important objective of the Amery Ice Shelf-Ocean Research (AMISOR) Project. While significant data sets
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Figure 1. Amery Ice Shelf with borehole sites AM01 and AM02 (gray stars). Open ocean moorings PBM1–3 are shown as an empty
star, and the 2001 ship hydrographic section is shown as black dots along the ice shelf front. The black-dashed line is the Fisher Gla-
cier flow line [Raup et al., 2005]. The gray thick line across the ice shelf is the 500 m ice shelf draft. The black thick line passing
through AM02 is the 350 m water column thickness. Bathymetry is shown as background contours (bathymetry, ice shelf draft, and
grounding line are from Timmermann et al. [2010]). FLB: Four Ladies Bank. The approximate location of the Mackenzie and Barrier pol-
ynyas are shown as an orange dashed line, following Tamura et al. [2008]. The blue and red arrows depict the outflow of ISW and the
inflow of mCDW, respectively.
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have been retrieved from beneath ice shelves in West Antarctica [e.g., Clough and Hansen, 1979; Foster,
1983; Jacobs et al., 1979; Nicholls and Jenkins, 1993], results from the AMISOR Project (2001–ongoing) com-
prise a comprehensive array of data (oceanographic moorings, sediment cores, glacial and marine ice sam-
ples, ocean currents, thermistors, and fiber-optic ice/ocean temperature measurements, in addition to a
wide range of glaciological and geophysical measurements) for investigating ice shelf-ocean interactions.

The ocean circulation in Prydz Bay consists of a large cyclonic gyre, centered in a deep channel, known as
the Amery Depression [Nunes Vaz and Lennon, 1996; Smith et al., 1984]. The gyre is associated with a rela-
tively narrow coastal current that runs along the AIS calving front and continues westward after leaving
Prydz Bay (Figure 1). Here the current becomes very strong, with currents along the western side of Prydz
Bay exceeding 1 m s21 [Nunes Vaz and Lennon, 1996]. Several regional studies have modeled the ocean cir-
culation in Prydz Bay and beneath the AIS [e.g., Williams et al., 2001; Galton-Fenzi et al., 2012]. They all repro-
duce the cyclonic gyre of Prydz Bay and suggest a similar cyclonic circulation beneath the ice shelf (i.e.,
inflow of shelf waters in the east and outflow of Ice Shelf Water and marine ice formation in the west).

The occurrence of coastal polynyas within Prydz Bay plays a key role in the sea ice cycle. The Mackenzie pol-
ynya occurs in the western flank of the Amery calving front (Figure 1) and it is responsible for an average
cumulative annual sea ice production of 68.2 6 5.8 km3 [Tamura et al., 2008]. The Barrier polynya occurs in
the northeastern side of Prydz Bay, close to the shelf break, and it is responsible for an average cumulative
annual sea ice production of 80.0 6 19 km3 [Tamura et al., 2008]. These polynyas are linked to the formation
of High Salinity Shelf Water, whose role in the formation of Cape Darnley Bottom Water [Ohshima et al.,
2013] is still under debate.

This paper discusses ocean observations measured beneath the ice shelf by an instrumented mooring in
borehole AM02, together with new synchronous observations of the open ocean properties and current
velocity along the eastern calving front of the AIS and augmented with CTD data from instrumented seals
covering Prydz Bay. Craven et al. [2004] first documented the intrusion of relatively warm waters beneath
the AIS from observations collected at the borehole site AM02 (Figure 1). This paper expands on the results
presented in Craven et al. [2004] and, in particular, documents the spatial variability and seasonal inflow of
mCDW. Estimates of basal melt beneath the AIS due to mCDW are presented for the first time, together
with the interannual variability in heat content linked to mCDW. The circulation and seasonal cycle of the
water masses observed at site AM02 are also described.

2. Data

Several data sets are used, extending from the AIS cavity to the open ocean north of the continental shelf
break, offshore Prydz Bay. The latest bathymetry and the AIS cavity geometry characteristics are taken from
the data set compiled by Timmerman et al. [2010], which is available from http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/
PANGAEA.741917.

2.1. CTD and Mooring Survey
2.1.1. Boreholes
Borehole AM02 (69�42.80S, 72�38.40E) was hot water-drilled during the austral summer of 2000/2001. This
site is located about 70 km southwest of the calving front, in a basal melt zone (Figure 1). At this site, the
ice shelf is 373 m thick, the ice shelf base is at 326 dbar depth, and the water column thickness is 473 dbar
[Craven et al., 2004]. Additional data are also used from borehole AM01 (69.443�S, 71.418�E), which is
located approximately 100 km from the calving front of the AIS (Figure 1). At this site the ice shelf is 479 m
thick, of which the deepest 203 m is accreted marine ice [Morgan, 1972].

Immediately after the hot water drilling and before the deployment of the mooring at site AM02, a series of
CTD profiles were obtained from the ocean water column using a Falmouth Scientific (FSI) 300 microCTD
(serial 1610). Manufacturer calibration coefficients were applied prior to deployment. Because of the diffi-
culty in retrieving calibration water samples from AM02, the FSI microCTD was compared against a General
Oceanics Mark III CTD serial 1193 in two CTD casts aboard the RSV Aurora Australis shortly after the AM02
CTD profiles were measured. Four good CTD profiles from the borehole were retrieved over 5 days. Final FSI
data accuracy estimates are as follows: temperature �0.005�C, salinity �0.03 (PSS78), and pressure �2 dbar.
An additional seven CTD profiles are also available from borehole site AM01 [Herraiz-Borreguero et al., 2013].
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After CTD profiling, a mooring was deployed through the ice shelf into the ocean cavity. The moorings con-
sisted of three Seabird SBE MicroCATs (fixed at different depths) measuring temperature, salinity, and pres-
sure at 30 min intervals. Manufacturer-supplied calibrations were applied internally by the MicroCATs, and
calibrated data were output, with initial accuracies of 0.002�C for temperature, 0.003 (PSS78) for salinity,
and 2 dbar for pressure. Table 1 summarizes the instrument deployments and the data retrieved per year.
The deployment depths were chosen to be within �20 m of the ice shelf base, in the middle of the water
column and within 20–50 m of the bottom of the water column.

2.1.2. Along the Ice Shelf Front
An array of moorings was deployed to study ice shelf-ocean interactions and a ship-based summer CTD sur-
vey was made along the calving front in February 2001 (Figure 1). The easternmost moorings, hereafter
called PBM1 to PBM3, captured the seasonality of inflowing mCDW during 2001. Table 2 shows the design
of each mooring (type of instrument, depth, and parameters measured). The whole array of moorings
deployed at the ice shelf calving front is fully discussed elsewhere in a future publication. Here PBM1–3 are
used to support the interpretation of the observations from the subice shelf mooring AM02. These records
are concurrent with the first year of records at borehole site AM02.

2.2. Instrumented Elephant Seals
Over the last decade, southern elephant seals (Mirounga leonine) have been instrumented with
Conductivity-Temperature-Depth and Satellite-Relayed Data Loggers (CTD-SRDLs), measuring vertical pro-
files of temperature (T) and salinity (S) during their foraging trips [Fedak et al., 2004]. In the Indian Ocean,
regular seals tagging has occurred every year since 2004 in the Kerguelen Islands, and on the Antarctic

Table 1. Details of Mooring Deployments Within the Water Column at Borehole AM02

Deployment Date
Mean Deployed
Pressure (dbar)

Distance from the
Ice Shelf Base (m) Measurements Time Series Coverage

Top 09/Jan/2001 338.5 12 T, S, P 2001, 2003–2006
Middle 09/Jan/2001 561 273 T, S, P 2001, 2003–2006
Bottom 09/Jan/2001 770 444 T, P 2001, 2003–2006
Bottom 09/Jan/2001 770 444 S 2001, 2003

Table 2. PBM Moorings 1–3 Instrumental Designa

Mooring
(PBM)

Latitude
(�S)

Longitude
(�E)

Ocean Depth
(m) Instrument

Parameter
Measured

Recording
Interval

Instrument
Depth (m)

PBM1 69� 22.014’ 74� 38. 153’ 750 RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 367
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 368
RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 459
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 460
RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 571
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 572
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 725
RCM5 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 735

PBM2 69� 12.001’ 74 05.962’ 672 RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 370
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 371
RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 462
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 463
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 647
RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 657
SBE39 T 5 minutes 324

PBM3 68� 52.3860 73� 33.3100 768 RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 347
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 348
RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 439
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 440
RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 551
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 552
RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 663
MicroCAT T, C 5 minutes 664
MicroCAT T,C 5 minutes 743
RCM8 SPD, DIR, T, P 60 minutes 753

aInstrument types used: SeaBird SBE37SM MicroCAT, SeaBird SBE39 and Aanderaa RCM current meter. For parameters,
T 5 temperature, C 5 conductivity, SPD 5 current speed, DIR 5 current direction.
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continent from two of the Australian Antarctic stations, Davis and Casey in 2011, 2012, and 2013. Here we
use a subset of data (�16,000 T, S profiles) from Prydz Bay (Roquet et al., 2014) and the AIS calving front
vicinity to document the properties and spatial variability of CDW and mCDW in Prydz Bay, and how they
relate to the observed mCDW in the ice shelf cavity. This subset of data extends from 55�S to the AIS calving
front, and from 68�E to 82�E, during 2011–2013.

3. Results

3.1. Spatial and Temporal Variability of Water Masses Off the AIS
3.1.1. Spatial Variability at the Ice Shelf Calving Front
From the 2001 austral summer hydrographic section (Figure 2), the warmest water along the calving front is
observed in the seasonal mixed layer, with no mCDW present during February 2001. The properties of the
water column along the AIS calving front vary from west to east. A summer mixed layer is observed along
the ice shelf front, deepening from west to east and with a maximum depth of 100–200 m (Figures 2a and
2b). The temperature of the mixed layer ranges from 20.3 to 0.3�C, with salinities from 33.4 to 34.3. While
the mixed layer is more clearly observed in the temperature profiles, the salinity shows a step-like mixed
layer, caused by mixing with sea ice meltwater (Figures 2a and 2b). The temperature and salinity variability
observed in the summer mixed layer is dominated by mesoscale eddies, bringing warmer waters toward
the ice shelf (Figure 2c). At least four eddies are easily distinguished, which extend well beyond the depth
of the mixed layer (Figure 2c, at 74�E).

Below the mixed layer, the properties of the water column show similar zonal contrast as that at shallower
depths (Figures 2d and 2e). Two water masses are found below the summer mixed layer: Ice Shelf Water
(ISW) in the west, and High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) at bottom depths. Here we use water cooler than
21.95�C to define the core of the ISW plume and to better isolate the ISW plume. In the west, two ISW
plumes are observed (Figure 2f), just below the summer mixed layer. The shallower plume, centered at
�71�E, is found between 100 and 300 dbar, with a temperature between 21.95 and 22�C. The top 100 m
of this ISW plume is at/below the in situ pressure freezing point. A deeper and larger ISW plume is observed
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between 71.7�E and 73�E. In contrast, in the east, ISW is only observed at a couple of hydrographic stations
(at �74.5�E, 350 dbar).

HSSW is the dominant shelf water mass and forms in winter during the formation of sea ice. Here we define
HSSW as a layer with temperature between 21.85 and 21.95�C, and a salinity higher than 34.5 (potential den-
sity >27.75 kg m23). In front of the ice shelf, HSSW forms a thick isothermal layer between �400 m and the
bottom. HSSW, formed by the Mackenzie polynya on the western flank of the calving front, occupies a thicker
layer than observed in the east. The Mackenzie polynya overlies a deep depression (700–1200 m deep with a
diameter of �10 km), which is isolated from the rest of Prydz Bay below depths of about 700 m (Figure 1).
This allows HSSW to accumulate in this area, forming the thick HSSW layer observed almost throughout the
year according to observations from mooring PBM7 (not shown). The salinity of the eastern HSSW (S< 34.55)
is slightly fresher than the western HSSW (S> 34.55) (Figure 2e). The temperature of HSSW is slightly cooler
than the surface freezing temperature (�21.89�C), suggesting mixing with ISW has occurred. While HSSW
can also form at the Barrier polynya, the shallow bathymetry between the Barrier polynya and the Amery
Depression (Figure 1) likely restricts the flow of this HSSW into Prydz Bay, at least during the summer months
when we have observations and the volume of HSSW in the shelf break has declined.

A priori, it is expected that mCDW entering Prydz Bay would be directed toward the eastern flank of the AIS
calving front, following the cyclonic gyre first described by Smith et al. [1984]. Indeed, modified CDW is
observed almost exclusively in the eastern side of Prydz Bay (Figure 3a). We define the core of mCDW as
the temperature maximum below 200 dbar with a potential density between 27.72 and 27.85 kg m23

(28.0< neutral density (cn)< 28.27 kg m23). The mCDW properties shown in Figure 3 correspond to April
and May, since these are the months with the highest coverage by the instrumented seals across Prydz Bay.
North of the continental shelf break, mCDW has a maximum temperature close to 0�C and salinity higher
than 34.65 (Figure 3a). In contrast, only heavily modified CDW is present over the continental shelf. The
depth of the modified CDW core is between 250 and 450 dbar (Figure 3b) between �67�S and 68.5�S,
descending to 500–600 dbar as it approaches the ice shelf calving front (not shown).

3.1.2. Seasonality of mCDW From Moorings
The seasonality of inflowing modified CDW was documented by the three moorings deployed along the ice
shelf calving front during 2001 (Figure 1). Stations PBM1–3 show a similar seasonal cycle of modified CDW
and thus, only the temperature and salinity recorded at PBM1 and at the bottom layer of PBM3 are shown
in this paper (Figure 4).
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The presence of modified CDW was recorded below the depth of the summer mixed layer soon after the
hydrographic section was completed. Modified CDW is first observed on the eastern flank of the Amery
calving front by the end of February 2001 (Figure 5a, green and yellow), marking the onset of the tempera-
ture increase 12 m below the ice shelf base at site AM02 (Figure 4a, gray line). The highest mean tempera-
ture observed in the three PBM moorings along the ice shelf front (61 rmean) peaks twice, at 330–465 dbar
in May (21.4 6 0.1�C), with the highest temperature observed at PBM2 and PBM3 (not shown) and at 575
dbar in August (21.53 6 0.2�C). Beneath the ice shelf, the highest temperature (21.7�C) peaks twice, in May
and at the end of June (Figure 4a, gray).

3.2. Seasonal and Interannual Variability Beneath the Ice Shelf at AM02
To describe the seasonal cycle observed at AM02, a composite record for temperature and salinity was
made using the complete 5 year record at all three depths (Table 1 and Figure 5). Comparison of the com-
posite record to individual years allows us to distinguish between the mean 5 year seasonal cycle and inter-
annual variability.

During the austral summer (November to March), relatively cold and saline ISW occupies the layer against
the ice shelf base. Progressively warmer and fresher waters replace the ISW from March to late June. The
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temperature peaks in late June, although the warmest temperatures can occur at other times between
March and August (Figure 5a). Rapid cooling follows the peak in temperature, until the local pressure freez-
ing point is reached by the end of the austral winter in late September. Salinity increases from July to
November, at constant local freezing temperature, after which ISW properties are back to those observed
during the austral summer. The ocean properties at mid and bottom depths show similar seasonality, but
contrast with the top layer. From early spring (March) to winter (August–September), the mid and bottom
layers cool and freshen, as observed at site AM01 [Herraiz-Borreguero et al., 2013]. This trend reverses in Sep-
tember, with relatively rapid increases in temperature and salinity restoring the initial austral summer char-
acteristics (Figures 5c–5f).

Although understanding of the seasonal cycle is the main focus of this article, it is important to highlight
the strong interannual variability observed in the inflow of mCDW. While the peak in ocean temperature
occurs in late June in the mean, the timing of the arrival of mCDW varies from year to year. For example,
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Figure 5. The composite records of (a, c, e) potential temperature (h) and (b, d, f) salinity at AM02. The 40 h Butterworth filtered time series is shown as a thick line, with the 61r (of the
mean) shown as the thin line. Measurement levels are (a, b) 340 dbar, (c, d) 560 dbar, and (e, f) 770 dbar. The temperature and salinity during 2001 and 2006 are shown in green and pur-
ple, respectively. These have also been filtered using the 40 h Butterworth filter.
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the inflow of mCDW in 2006 was relatively late and produced two distinct temperature maxima (Figure 5a,
purple). The arrival date of mCDW at AM02 varies between mid March and late May (Figure 5a), and lasts
from 3–5 months. There seems to be a positive correlation between how early the inflow of mCDW is first
observed at AM02, and its duration, with the exception of 2006 when a late inflow of mCDW persisted well
into the winter (Table 3).

4. Discussion

4.1. Source Water for the
Observed ISWs
Nøst and Foldvik [1994] showed
that, to first order, ISW properties
depend on the h–S of the source
water mass that produced it,
hereafter source water, and are
almost independent of
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Figure 6. Potential temperature-salinity diagram, during (a) January and (b) July and (c) October. (d) Same as Figure 2b, with the maximum temperature observed above 370 dbar, at
PMB1 (gray dots) and PBM3 (black dots), and the July temperature-salinity at 340 dbar at AM02. Data at AM02 are shown: navy blue (340 dbar), green (560 dbar), and red (770 dbar)
dots. Summer CTD data at AM01 are shown in (a) light blue and (d) gray and at AM02 in (a) black and (d) red. At the calving front, only data at PBM1 is shown as gray dots, scaling from
lighter (shallower) to darker (deeper) colors. Depths correspond to 370, 465, and 575 dbar. Two melt-freeze lines are shown as thick, black dashed lines. The in situ freezing temperature
is shown as an almost horizontal gray dashed line.

Table 3. Duration of the Inflow of mCDW As Observed at Site AM02—top MicroCAT

March April May June July August 

2001  

2003  

2004    

2005    

2006      
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entrainment and melt rates. Thus, further mixing of ISW with its source water has little or no effect on the dh
dS

described by the Gade line [Gade, 1979]. The Gade line cannot be used to determine the h–S of the source
water from the ISW properties if mixing has occurred between varieties of ISW produced by source waters
with differing salinities, or if ISW exits the cavity and its properties are modified by, e.g., atmospheric warm-
ing before reentering the cavity. We now discuss the possible source water mass of the ISW observed
beneath the AIS, using the Gade line [Gade, 1979] to aid in our interpretation.

A key finding is the presence of two ISW types beneath the AIS, of independent water sources and seasonal-
ity. To explain the seasonal cycle and the origin of the two ISW types, we plot the temperature and salinity
observed at PBM1 together with those observed at AM02 in Figure 6. The summer CTD profiles retrieved
from AM01 and AM02 (Figure 1, gray stars) are also included (Figure 6a, cyan and black profiles, respec-
tively). During the austral summer, the properties and features of the water column beneath the ice shelf at
borehole sites AM01 and AM02 are fairly similar. In particular, the layer adjacent to the ice shelf base (Fig-
ures 6a–6c, blue dots) is occupied by ISW of similar characteristics to the ISW observed in the CTD profiles
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at both sites. ISW at site AM01 is slightly cooler as the ice shelf draft here is �100 m deeper than at site
AM02.

The Gade line (i) in Figure 6 (or melt-freeze line) clearly shows that HSSW is the source water for this variety
of ISW (hereafter, ISWHSSW). From January to July, the mCDW observed at the ice shelf calving front (Figures
6a and 6b, gray dots) has reached AM02 and it is transformed into the ISW found in winter (Figure 6b, blue
dots). This wintertime ISW is distinctly different to the ISWHSSW (Figure 6d) and suggests that it is formed by
a different water mass. The shallowest MicroCAT nicely captures the formation of this ISW: the mCDW
observed at AM02 cools and freshens along the Gade line (ii), as it mixes with meltwater (Figure 6b, blue
dots). The properties of the source water (h0 and S0) used to draw the Gade line (ii) correspond to the mean
h and S of the warmest mCDW observed in the PBM1–3 (Figure 6d, gray and black dots). Hence, mCDW is
the source water of this ISW (hereafter, ISWmCDW).

A transition from (winter) ISWmCDW to (summer) ISWHSSW is observed from August to January, as the heat
supply by mCDW is exhausted. In October, the temperature of the ISWmCDW reaches the in situ freezing
temperature (calculated at 370 dbar) (Figure 6, gray dashed line). This period of constant pressure freez-
ing temperature is followed by a progressive salinity increase (Figure 6c, blue dots). The salinity increase
is likely the effect of the mixing between both types of ISW. The ISWHSSW replaces the lighter ISWmCDW as
the inflow of mCDW ceases (Figure 6c).

The salinity increase at constant freezing temperature at AM02 contrasts with the salinity increments
observed at the borehole sites below the marine ice layer documented by Herraiz-Borreguero et al. [2013].
They showed that the salinity increments were episodic and linked to the presence of frazil ice. Moreover,
the ISW properties did not evolve toward a distinct ISW as observed at AM02 (Figure 6c, blue dots). Nonethe-
less, episodic rapid increases in salinity are also observed at AM02 superimposed on the mean salinity trend,
during October (e.g., Figure 4b, gray line). No marine ice layer is present at this site and so the salinity ‘‘spikes’’
are likely due to the formation of frazil ice rather than salt rejection from a marine ice layer.

The lighter ISWmCDW has not been observed outside the subice shelf cavity yet. A possible fate could be
that the fresher ISWmCDW mixes with other water masses on its way out, becoming denser and even recircu-
lating back into the ice shelf cavity. The deeper ice shelf draft at AM01 (�480 m) compared to AM02
(�373 m) is a barrier for the light ISWmCDW observed at AM02 to reach AM01. Note that this ISWmCDW is the
lightest ISW observed in the ice shelf cavity and thus, being more buoyant will flow toward shallower drafts
instead of deeper drafts as at AM01. Alternatively, this winter ISW exits primarily in the winter months where
no observations are available and its signal is eroded by the convection resulting from sea ice formation.

4.2. Circulation of mCDW and Its Impact
The observations from site AM02 clearly show that modified CDW enters the ice shelf cavity. However, mod-
eling studies reproducing the circulation beneath the AIS [e.g., Williams et al., 2001; Galton-Fenzi et al., 2012]
do not show either the inflow of mCDW, or any basal melt associated with mCDW. Too much winter mixing,
especially in the areas simulating the polynyas, may erode the mCDW completely during the austral winter.

The spatial distribution of mCDW revealed by the seal data (Figure 3) and the inflow of mCDW through
moorings PBM1–3 agree very well with the inflow paths described by Nunes Vaz and Lennon [1996]. Nunes
Vaz and Lennon [1996] also noted a secondary deeper inflow across the shelf break at the center of Prydz
Bay, comprising a mixture of recirculated Prydz Bay waters and warmer CDW. Upwelling of CDW onto the
continental shelf is thought to occur along troughs at the continental shelf break [e.g., Walker et al., 2007].
However, mCDW seems to enter Prydz Bay over the Four Ladies Bank (Figure 1), east of the deep trough of
the Amery Depression. Similar southward flow of warm deep waters to the east of the Dotson trough has
also been described in the central Amundsen Sea [Ha et al., 2014]. Recent observations using hydrographic
profiles from seals have revealed the presence of two minima in dynamic height (not shown), which con-
verge on the shallow Four Ladies Bank. The inferred circulation suggests that, in addition to the Prydz Bay
gyre, there is a secondary clockwise recirculation to the east of the Four Ladies Bank and centered on the
Barrier Bay polynya region (Figure 1). Both recirculations serve to draw mCDW onto the shelf in compensa-
tion for the outflow of dense shelf waters.

Eddy-driven flow may also be responsible for the inflow of mCDW into the AIS cavity. The westward deflec-
tion of the southeastward coastal current as it encounters the ice shelf front is likely to cause baroclinic
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instabilities in the flow, allowing cross-frontal exchange with the ice shelf cavity. Eddies formed as a result
of baroclinic instabilities are known to be responsible for the inflow of HSSW into the cavity of an ice shelf
[Årthun et al., 2013; Herraiz-Borreguero et al., 2013]. These instabilities are linked to periods of 3–7 days, con-
sistent with this study.

The eddy-like nature of the flow is supported by the power spectra of the v-component (across the ice shelf
front) of the velocity at the eastern-most moorings PBM1–3 (Figure 7), which show peaks centered in the 3–
7 day periods. A 2 day low-pass filter was applied to the velocity, temperature, and pressure prior to the cal-
culation of the power spectra to remove any tidal signal. These periods are also observed in the power
spectra of the temperature and pressure at site AM02 (Figure 7). Energy peaks are found at the 5 and 7 day
period at the shallowest MicroCAT (Figures 7c and 7d, blue), and at 5 and 8 day peaks (both at T and P at
intermediate depths). The inflow of mCDW is observed in the shallow and intermediate MicroCATs and their
different spectra are likely due to the continuous modification of the mCDW into the fresher ISW at the
upper most MicroCAT (e.g., Figure 6, blue dots), while the intermediate MicroCAT better reflects/represents
the circulation (Figure 5c).

In the absence of velocity measurements under the ice shelf, the pressure measurements can provide some
information about the nature of the flow. One can argue that the variability of the flow at the bottom of the
water column would dominate any pressure variability in the upper MicroCATs, and indeed Figure 7d sup-
ports this argument. However, it also shows that the bottom layer is subject to similar forcing as the upper
layers.

The seasonally variable inflow of mCDW and HSSW alter the vertical stratification in the ice shelf cavity. This
change in stratification is best understood by comparing the salinities at the intermediate MicroCAT in
AM02 (Figure 4d, gray line) with the salinities at the ice shelf calving front (Figure 4d, green and blue lines).
Changes in salinity (and hence density) at a constant depth provide information about the vertical excur-
sions of isopycnal layers. That is, a decrease in salinity throughout the water column reflects the deepening
(or downwelling) of isopycnals and vice versa. Then, the overall freshening of the water column observed at
the ice shelf front (Figure 4d, blue and green) from March to September translates into a downwelling of
lighter isopycnals. This downwelling is clearly observed at AM02 from June to September (Figure 4d, gray
line). As a result, mCDW can occupy a wider range of deeper depths. Indeed, mCDW is also observed below
the ice shelf during these months and progressively at deeper levels (Figures 4a and 4c). This trend is inter-
rupted in September, when the winter HSSW arrives at AM02 decreasing the temperature to the surface
freezing point and increasing salinity as the sea ice formation season progresses (Figures 4d and 4f, gray
line).

Similarly the inflow of HSSW results in the upwelling or shoaling of denser isopycnals at site AM02. This
shoaling is nicely depicted by the temperature and salinity at the intermediate MicroCAT (Figures 5c and
5d) as a sharp increase in the salinity. The link between the timing of the respective mCDW and HSSW
inflows is further supported by the strong correlation between the timing when HSSW arrives at AM01 and
the exhaustion of mCDW inflow, that is, onset of the cooling following the temperature maximum linked to
mCDW. They occur at the same time of the year. Interestingly, the densest HSSW at PBM3 is only observed
during the austral summer months (Figures 6e and 6f), about 1 month after the arrival of HSSW is first
observed at AM01 [Herraiz-Borreguero et al., 2013].

4.3. Ice Shelf Basal Melt Due to mCDW
Now that we have identified the source water for the observed winter ISW at AM02, we can calculate the
mCDW heat flux and consequently, estimate the basal melt driven by mCDW. We begin by estimating the
transport of mCDW through the array of moorings at the ice front by multiplying the area by the v-
component of the velocity, after rotating into the along ice shelf flow direction. We calculate the transport
of mCDW through the array of moorings at the ice front by multiplying the v-component of current velocity
by the area of a vertical section centered around each of the 8 current meters on the PBM moorings. The
typical width of these sections is 30 km, and the typical height is 100 m.

To test the likely role of mesoscale eddies in the transport of mCDW into the ice shelf cavity, we applied sev-
eral low-pass Butterworth filters with periods of 2, 3, 5, and 7 days to the velocity. The annual mean trans-
port of mCDW into the cavity varied considerably depending on the choice of the filter period. The
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transport decreases by up to 40% depending on the filtering, supporting our claim that mesoscale eddies
play an important role in driving the inflow of mCDW to the ice shelf cavity. Overall the strength and dura-
tion of eddies that enter the cavity is currently unknown, and the more conservative transport estimate of
0.22 6 0.06 Sv (61 standard deviation), for a 5–7 day filter, is used to estimate the basal melt rate.

The annual melt rate is then estimated as

m5
qFcpðTf 2TÞt

qi LAi
;

where q is ocean density (1027 kg m23), F is the mCDW flux into the ice shelf cavity (0.22 6 0.06 Sv), cp is
the ocean heat capacity (4000 J kg21 C21), Tf is the pressure freezing temperature at 345 dbar (the mean
ice shelf draft for the area of the ice shelf base where mCDW can potentially drive basal melt), T is the tem-
perature of the mCDW, t is the number of seconds in a year, qi is the density of ice (920 kg m23), L is the
latent heat of ice (334,000 J kg21), and Ai is the area of the ice shelf base where mCDW can potentially drive
basal melt (12,773 km2). This area is defined zonally by the eastern edge of the marine ice layer, following
approximately the Fisher Glacier East flow line (Figure 1) and the easternmost grounding line, and meridio-
nally by the calving front and the 500 dbar ice shelf draft. We have chosen 500 dbar because it is within
the deepest depth at which mCDW has been observed at the calving front and within the cavity (Figure
5c). The temperature of mCDW, T 5 21.87�C, is the mean temperature above 21.95�C, which marks the
onset of the abrupt temperature increased observed at the shallowest instrument in AM02. Assuming that
all the heat associated with this inflow is available for melt, it would result in total basal melt of 23.9 6 6.5
Gt/yr (for a flux of 0.22 6 0.06 Sv). If this was evenly distributed over the area, Ai, it would amount to an
average basal melt rate of 2.0 6 0.5 m of ice per year. Our basal melt estimates are based on the oceano-
graphic conditions during 2001, which corresponded to one of the warmest inflows observed at AM02
(below).

Our basal melt rate estimate agrees fairly well with the estimate of Craven et al. [2004]. Combining measure-
ments from a string of thermistors across the ice shelf-ocean interface and summer CTDs, they estimated a
net melt rate ranging from 0.5 to 2 m/yr. This basal melt was attributed to tidal pumping and seasonally
warmer waters of the coastal current penetrating the front part of the ice shelf cavity to shallow depths
[Jenkins and Doake, 1991; Jacobs et al., 1992]. However, our results suggest that a seasonal (austral autumn-
early winter) inflow of mCDW is responsible for the melt rate and the fresher ISW observed at AM02. This
inflow occurs at intermediate depths, and 200–400 m deeper than the ice shelf base at the calving front
where most of the tidally induced basal melt occurs [Jacobs et al., 1992; Joughin and Padman, 2003].

The inflow of mCDW as observed in AM02 shows large interannual variability in the arrival and duration of
the inflow (Table 3), and thus in the heat flux into the ice shelf cavity. The rate of melting at the ice base
depends on how fast heat and salt can be transported across the boundary layer to the ice-ocean interface.
This, in turn, depends on other factors that are difficult to measure, such as ice shelf base roughness, and
tidal and ocean current speed, and turbulence (and thus, heat/salt gradients across the boundary layer). To
first order, the temperature of the water mass in contact with the ice shelf essentially controls basal melt
rates, and it is the easiest to directly measure. We do not have information on changes in transport across
the calving front from year to year, but we can assess changes in ocean heat content potentially available
to drive basal melt during each of the mCDW inflows in AM02. We estimate the heat content in a 12 m thick
layer between the ice shelf draft and the shallowest MicroCAT after removing the in situ freezing tempera-
ture at the depth of the ice shelf base and integrated over the duration of the warm inflow (Table 3). The
variability in the heat content, referenced to 2001, shows that the first 2 years of the time series, 2001 and
2003, are the warmest, with 2003 showing �20% more available heat than 2001. This heat is considerably
smaller by �240% during 2004 and 2005, and by �220% in 2006. These results highlight the high interan-
nual variability in the inflow of mCDW, as has also been documented in the Amundsen Sea [Dutrieux et al.,
2014].

Our results show that intrusions of modified CDW reach the AIS cavity cause lower basal melt rates (<2 m/
yr) when compared to warm regime ice shelves such as Pine Island Glacier (up to 33 m/yr) [Jacobs et al.,
2011]. The interaction of the mCDW with the AIS also results in the formation of a distinct ISW in contrast
with ‘‘warm’’ regime ice shelves where no ISW is formed. mCDW intrusions are not unique to Prydz Bay with
similar intrusions along East Antarctica offshore from the Mertz Glacier Tongue [Williams et al., 2010] and
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the Totten Glacier [Williams et al., 2011]. These intrusions may reach the subice cavity and explain, at least,
part of the high basal melt rates recently documented beneath several East Antarctic ice shelves [Rignot
et al., 2013]. Therefore, the impact of CDW over the East Antarctic ice shelves may be currently
underestimated.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we examined the influence of mCDW intrusions on the ocean-ice shelf interactions of the AIS,
primarily using time series from moored instruments deployed through boreholes. Two types of ISW are
identified beneath the AIS, reflecting different source waters and mixing processes beneath the AIS. HSSW
is the source water for the saltier ISW, which is formed during late winter-early spring, and occupies most of
the ice shelf cavity. Contrary to prior modeling studies, mCDW reaches the AIS cavity, and results in a fresher
ISW formed earlier during the austral winter. We estimate that in 2001 mCDW was responsible for a basal
melt of up to 23.9 6 6.5 Gt/yr (2.0 6 0.5 m of ice per year). This basal melt could be up to 30% larger if meso-
scale features are included in the mCDW influx. We expect strong interannual variability in this estimate cor-
responding to the variability in mCDW transport. The observations also suggest a strong relationship
between the mCDW peak and the inflow of HSSW, which needs to be further explored to understand the
high interannual variability observed in the inflow of mCDW and HSSW, and how these inflows may change
in the future.

Our results show that the ocean circulation below the AIS is composed of two well-defined modes of circula-
tion. These modes of circulation are depicted in Figure 8 following Jacobs et al.’s [1992] description of general
two-dimensional ocean circulation below an ice shelf. In the western subice shelf cavity, the first mode com-
prises the inflow of HSSW and the formation of ISW and a marine ice layer [Williams et al., 2001; Galton-Fenzi
et al., 2012; Herraiz-Borreguero et al., 2013] (Figure 8a). In the eastern subice shelf cavity, the second mode
comprises the inflow of mCDW at intermediate depths and formation of a fresher type of ISW (Figure 8b). This
mode affects the outer eastern flank of the AIS and works in conjunction with the dominant HSSW mode (this
one taking over when the inflow of mCDW is exhausted). The third mode depicted at the calving front occurs
along the ice shelf front. Note that this depiction of the subice shelf circulation does not exclude zonal flows,
but highlights the zonal contrast in the interaction of the ocean with the Amery Ice Shelf.

This work emphasizes the importance of austral winter observations both in the open ocean and beneath
the ice shelves to fully capture the supply of ocean heat to the subice shelf environment; if we were limited
to summer measurements, the key process driving mCDW-driven basal melt beneath the AIS would not
have been observed. This is of critical importance and must be taken into account when designing pro-
grams for long-term monitoring of ice shelf-ocean interaction processes.
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